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Increased Government Focus on Supply Chain Security
•

Deliver Uncompromised Report (Aug. 2018)
– Introduced cybersecurity as the “4th Pillar” in acquisition evaluation criteria.
– Acquisition practices must change if the industrial base is to deliver and sustain the security
that DoD seeks.

•

National Cyber Strategy (Sept. 20, 2018)
– Minimizing supply chain risk and enhancing government contractor cybersecurity.
– Sharing supply chain threats between agencies.
– Developing streamlined authorities to exclude vendors determined to have unsafe
cybersecurity practices.
– Reviewing contractor risk management practices and adequately testing, hunting, and
responding to incidents on contractor systems.
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Increased Government Focus on Supply Chain Security
•

Navy Readiness Review (Mar. 4, 2019)
– Threat actors, such as China and Russia, launch persistent cyberattacks that target sensitive
national security data (e.g., Sea Dragon data breach of Navy CDI).
– The Defense Industrial Base (DIB) is identified as a weakness that has experienced “a flood
of breaches of significant data” and “continues to hemorrhage critical data.”
– The Review recommends:
• Creating specific metrics to ensure industry follows Navy standards;
• Requiring “N-tier” suppliers to immediately follow the top 10 National Security Agency
(NSA) cybersecurity recommendations; and
• Halt non-compliant DIB systems access to “crown jewel” data until security controls are
certified to standards.
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Growing List of Cybersecurity “Enhancements”
•

Navy Implementation of Enhanced Security Controls on Select DIB Partner Networks (Sept. 28,
2018)
– Requires select contractors to submit fully implemented system security plans (SSPs) for
evaluation.
– Allows Naval Criminal Investigative Services (NCIS) to install network sensors on contractors’
information systems when potential vulnerability detected.

•

Guidance for Assessing Compliance and Enhancing Protections of DFARS 252.204-7012 (Nov. 6,
2018)
– Recommends contract enhancements that exceed the flowdown requirements of the Clause.
• Identifying “Tier 1 Level Suppliers.”
• Providing plan to track flow down of CDI and to assess supplier compliance.
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Growing List of Cybersecurity “Enhancements”
•

Strengthening Contract Requirements Language for Cybersecurity in the DIB (Dec. 17, 2018)
– Builds on NOV Enhancement guidance and provides sample SOW language.
– Provide contractor’s SSP and Plan of Action and Milestones (POAM).
– Provide “access to” SSPs and POAMs for Tier 1 and 2 Level suppliers.

•

Addressing Cybersecurity Oversight as Part of Contractor’s Purchasing System Review (Jan. 21,
2019)
– Tasks DCMA with validating contractor compliance with DFARS 252.204-7012 as part of their
contractor’s purchasing system review.
– Review procedures to flow down properly marked CDI (or instructions to do so).
– Review procedures to “assess compliance” of Tier 1 Level suppliers with the Clause and NIST
SP 800-171.
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Growing List of Cybersecurity “Enhancements”
•

DCMA Revised Contractor Purchasing System Review (CPSR) Guidebook (Feb. 4, 2019)
– Incorporates standards DCMA will use to assess contractor supply chain management
under the Clause.
– Mirrors direction in JAN memorandum.
• But refers to procedures to “assure” Tier 1 Level supplier compliance.

•

Strategically Implementing Cybersecurity Clauses (Feb. 5, 2019)
– Tasks DCMA with replacing contract-by-contract assessments with strategic, company-wide
assessments of contractors’ compliance with the DFARS 252.204-7012.
• Also with proposing methodology to determine a “cybersecurity readiness” score
– Calls for the use of no-cost bilateral modifications.
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Cybersecurity Developments on The Horizon
•

NIST SP 800-171B
– Will be published within next month.
– Separate cybersecurity standard for high value forms of CUI/CDI.
– Includes 33 additional controls designed to protect against advanced persistent threats (APTs).
– Controls applicable only to subset of government contractors handling information that requires
additional protections.
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Cybersecurity Developments on The Horizon
•

FAR CUI Clause
– Expected to include core requirements from DFARS Safeguarding Clause
– Proposed Rule including 60-day public notice and comment period anticipated around October 2019.
– Agency oversight will include 3 tiers, based on the sensitivity and/or volume of CUI handled by the
contractor:
1. Self-certification through the contracting process.
2. Self-certification, plus supporting documentation, such as SSPs, POAMs, CUI training records,
corporate safeguarding policies and procedures, etc.
3. Self-certification and documentation, plus validation through either a customer or third-party
assessment.
– DFARS Safeguarding Clause revision anticipated after FAR CUI Rule implementation.
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Cybersecurity Regulatory Landscape
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Privacy Developments – Federal
•

•

Current Federal Privacy Environment
– No comprehensive national breach notification standard, no comprehensive national privacy law
– Some well-established federal sectoral privacy laws, e.g., Privacy Act, HIPAA, Gramm-Leach-Bliley,
FERPA, COPPA
Challenges to Current Initiatives to Create a Comprehensive Federal Privacy Law
– Congressional tensions – partisanship, business vs. consumer interests, federal vs. state interests
– Pre-empt state privacy laws (e.g., California Consumer Privacy Act, Illinois Biometric Information
Privacy Act) and state breach notification requirements to eliminate patchwork of inconsistent state laws?
– Displace existing federal sectoral privacy laws?
– Which federal agency/ies would administer?
• New federal privacy and data security agency?
• Existing patchwork of federal agencies?
• Expand FTC jurisdiction and authority: civil penalties, APA rulemaking, privacy-specific
budget?
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Privacy Developments – Federal (cont.)
•

•

NIST Special Publication 800-53 rev 5, Security and Privacy Controls for Information Systems and
Organizations (public release expected any day now…)
– Integrates security controls and privacy controls for first time
– Two new privacy control families: Individual Participation (i.e., data subject rights) and Privacy
Authorization (i.e., lawful basis for collection, business purpose and use, and approved sharing)
NIST Privacy Framework Initiative (www.nist.gov/privacy-framework; based on Cybersecurity Framework)
– Goal: Create a practical tool for identifying and managing privacy risk in public and private sector
– NIST Privacy Framework: An Enterprise Risk Management Tool (Discussion Draft, April 30, 2019)
• Outcome-based approach to identifying and addressing privacy risk
• Core Functions: Identify, Protect, Control, Inform, Respond
• Compatible with and intended for use in conjunction with Cybersecurity Framework
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Privacy Developments – State
•

•

California Consumer Privacy Act of 2018 (CCPA)
– Effective Jan. 1, 2020, enforceable July 1, 2020, or 6 months after AG releases CCPA regulations
– CCPA definition of personal information broader than GDPR: “information that identifies, relates to,
describes, is capable of being associated with, or could reasonably be linked, directly or indirectly, with a
particular consumer or household,” including online identifiers, IP addresses, biometrics, browsing
histories and usage patterns, and inferences from personal information used to create a consumer profile
– Extensive, GDPR-like data subject rights in personal information after it has been collected
– Applies to for-profit entities that collect information from/about California residents and meet threshold
• Pending amendment would exclude personal information in employment context
Other states also considering CCPA-like and/or GDPR-like, comprehensive privacy frameworks
– Risk of state patchwork of privacy laws even more inconsistent than current state data breach laws
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Privacy Developments – International
•

•

EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
– Still the most comprehensive data security and privacy risk management framework
– Still early in terms of enforcement scope, with focus on consumer-facing activities and low-hanging fruit
– Data Protection Authorities still grappling with resource, expertise, timing, and workload challenges
– Extra-territorial reach (GDPR Art. 3) still unchallenged
– Impact of GDPR on U.S. government contracts and activities of U.S. government contractors still not
addressed by U.S. government or Data Protection Authorities
– GDPR criticisms: One size fits all, significant compliance costs, SMEs and non-profits at distinct
disadvantage, ability to apply to new and emerging technology, interaction with non-EU laws
Other significant international privacy law trends
– Rapid expansion of strong privacy laws: e.g., Brazil, India, Vietnam, China, Russia, Japan, South Korea
– Data localization, data transfers, vendor management, biometrics, government access and control
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